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Introduction 
 
This guideline is produced alongside ILRI’s strategy on research publishing that sets out some 
broader institutional principles for the publication of ILRI research outputs.  
 
Commitment to open source 
ILRI benefits from many community-developed, open-source projects. Giving back to the 
community is important to us, which is why we believe that one of our most valuable 
outputs is the code itself to the software we write. Whether modifications to existing open-
source software or in-house applications written from the ground up, wherever possible, our 
code is hosted publicly and released under an open-source license. ILRI's open-source code 
is located at github.com/ilri 
 
Publishing guidelines for developers of codes  
 Configurations should be set in a single location (config.php, config.conf, etc), not all 
over the place 
 
 Commits should be clean (no temporary files, large binaries, etc) and have 
meaningful commit messages 
 
 Code must be stable / mature (including proper instructions for 
installation/configuration) 
 
 Source code should be neatly formatted and include meaningful comments (see the 
Drupal coding standards: http://drupal.org/coding-standards) 
 
 No code in public repositories should contain restricted information (plain text 
passwords, project-specific sensitive information, etc). 
 
 All code in public repositories must have proper licensing text, providing a open 
source license that has been approved by ILRI such as creative commons (refer page 
11 cc licenses) or GPL (General Public License).If there are configurations to be set, 
these should be done in one file and not all over the code 
 
 Database schemas should also be included in the code that will be uploaded,  
else create a script to install the database 
 
 The code should run out of the box, i.e., download the zip file, unzip it and  
it should be ready to run 
 
 Developers should have personal github.com accounts and be members of the  
ILRI github.com organization. 
 
 When development code is mature it should be checked by a knowledgeable ILRI 
developer before being merged into the github.com/ilri repositories.  
  
  Production-ready code should be pushed to the github.com/ilri repositories.  
  
  Production environments should be updated directly from the github.com/ilri  
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 repositories. 
 
  No temporary files or uploaded files should be included in the commits 
 
Development recommendations 
 
 All code in public repositories should follow the coding standards. 
 
 All code in public repositories should be properly commented for automatic 
generation of documentation. 
 
 All mature open-source ILRI code must be hosted on github.com/ilri 
 
 Development code should not be pushed to the main repositories. Instead 
developers should fork to code their own accounts and test on development servers. 
 
 
 
 
 
